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Abstract 
For a plane vector field with singular point which smooth dependent on parameters , when the parameter changes, the 
change of the number of the singular point and the change of the structure of orbit near the singular point is singular 
point bifurcation phenomena that we care about. If the singular point of the vector field is degenerate, the number of 
the singular point is unchanged, at the same time parameter changes tiny in the same position, under the singular 
points smooth rely on the change of the parameter. If singular point of the vector field is degradation, by any small 
disturbance singular points change into the degenerate points or disappear. The singular point bifurcation problem of 
the vector field can be converted into discussing zero number of bifurcation function and the singular point 
topological structure problems of the corresponding system in the orbit near the singular point. And then simplify the 
perturbation analysis, get the structure stability of the system . 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
In order to complete and thorough understanding the structural stability problem of planar polynomial 
systems ,bifurcation phenomena research is particularly important. Bifurcation phenomena about five 
order vector field  is complicate due to the increase of number .By Liapunov-Schmidt method, the 
bifurcation situation near the singular point will be simplified and even provide basic conditions for 
further discussing  the global bifurcation phenomena. So perturbation analysis of a kind of information 
processing systems will be got. Consider plane five order vector field  
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where ),(),,( yxQyxP ii are i order homogeneous polynomial, i=1,3,5, and satisfied  
0),(),( 21
2
1 ≠+ yxQyxP .
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If ),( 00 yx is a singular point of system (2), then ),( 00 yx −− is a singular point too. Obviously, the curve of 
the solution is symmetry about the origin . 
      If in addition to the origin, the system (2) has other limited far singular points, so it must be in through 
the integral curve of origin. 
2. Mainly Results 
Theorem 1:When and only when )0,,1( ω is a infinity singular point of system(2),straight line xy ω=  is 
integral curve.When and only when )0,1,0( is a infinity singular point ,straight line 0=x  is integral 
curve.If ω  is a single root, cube root or five-times rad,then )0,,1( ω  is a node or a saddle point. 
If ω  is a square root, four-times rad or six -times rad,then )0,,1( ω  is a  saddle node point of system 
(2). Proof :Make Poincare transform to system (2), 4/,/,/1 zdtdzuyzx === τ ,we have system 
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Let 4/,/1,/ zdtdzyzvx === τ ,so
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If )0,,1( ω  is a infinity singular point of system(2),thenω is a solution of equation (5). 
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For the arbitrary point of the line xy ω= , there are xy && ω= , so xy ω=  is the integral curve of system 
(2).If )0,1,0( is a infinity singular point of system (2),then )0,0(O is a singular point of system(4), 
where 005 =a ,so 0=x is the integral curve of system (2).Let 0=z ,if xy ω= is the integral curve of 
system (2),then )0,,1( ω is an intersection of xy ω= and the equator,similarly,if 0=x is the integral 
curve,then )0,1,0( is a singular point of system (2). 
Do not break general,if 0=ω (if 0≠ω ,we can do the axis rotation, xy ω= will be transformed 
to 0=y ),so 050 =b ,if 0=ω  is a single root, cube root or five-times rad of equation(5),then 
,05041 ≠− ab or ,0,0 322314325041 ≠−=−=− ababab or =−=− 14325041 abab
,0,0 140523143223 ≠−=−=− ababab so )0,0,1(  is a node or a saddle point of system(2),if 
0=ω  is a square root, four-times rad or six -times rad ,then 0,0 41325041 ≠−=− abab  or 
0,0 2314322314325041 ≠−=−=−=− abababab or =−=−=− 322314325041 ababab
0,0 0514052314 ≠=−=− aabab ,so )0,0,1( is a saddle node point. 
  If the origin is a high order singular point of system (1) ,then (1) can be converted into the following 
situations. 
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At this time the linear part of system (1) has only a zero feature root.Using appropriate linear 
transformation, (5) can become 
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where 5,4,3,2,1,0,,0,1 =≠±= jiβα .Obviously, )0,0(O is the only limited  far singular point of 
system (6) and it is isolated. 
Lemma 1: )0,0(O  is a isolated singular point of system (5), and ),(),,( yxQyxP  are analytic functions 
which order number are not less than 2 in )(OSδ , thus whenδ is fully small, there must be the analytic 
function ( )xφ satisfied ( ) ( )( ) ,,0, δφφ <≡+ xxxQx let ( ) ( )( ) [ ] ,, 1++== mmm xxaxxPx φψ  where 
.2,0 ≥≠ mam So we have: (1) m is odd number and 0>ma , )0,0(O is not a stable node. 
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(2) m is odd number and 0<ma ,then )0,0(O is a saddle point.(3) m is even number,then )0,0(O is a 
saddle node, and part of it is parabolic fan sector, part of it is two hyperbolic sector. 
   According to the lemma 1,when 0<⋅ βα , )0,0(O is a saddle point of system (6),when 
0>⋅ βα , )0,0(O is a unstable node.Consider the singular perturbation problem of system (6) . 
Lemma2:Suppose nRRU ×⊂  is a open set containing origin )0,0(O , ),( RUCf ∞∈  and 
gzktgttf k ,),()0,( +∈= is a smooth function near 0=t and ,0)0( ≠g then there must exist 
neighborhood UV ⊂ of point )0,0(O near nRR× and smooth function ),( xtq in nR near origin 
and )(,),( 10 xaxa k−L satisfied and Uxttxatxtqxtf
k
i
i
i
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=
),(],)()[,(),(
1
0
.
Theorem 2:Zero number of bifurcation function can be got by symbols of ( )( ) ( )00, 2 ，gDagG a⋅≡ λλ .
Proof:According to Liapunov-Schmidt method, linear part matrix of the system (6) is 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
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⎛= β0
00A , 1)(dim)(dim == AA RcoN .
Take projection 22:, RRQP → ,satisfied )()(),()( AA RQRNPR == .
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then { } { }00 S,()( vpanXXuSpanAN PIP === − , { }0)()( sSpanQRAR == .
Let { }0)( ωSpanQN = ,function PIXvavv −∈⎟⎟⎠
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bifurcation function 3)( aag = .Consider 2C disturbance about (6),parameter is λ ,the bifurcation 
function of equation after the disturbance is ),( λag ,and satisfied 3)0,( aag = .By lemma 2 and Taylor 
formula can get 0>δ and 0C function )(λaa = ,and make ,0)0( =a δλ <∀ ,
,0)),(( ≡λλagDa ,0)),((2 ≠λλagDa when 1)(,1 <<−<< λλ aa ,we have 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )222 ,,, λολλλλλλ aaaaagDagag a −+−+= .
So near point ( ) ( )0,0, =λa ,zero number of function ),( λag can be gotten by symbols of 
function ( )( ) ( )00, 2 ，gDagG a⋅≡ λλ .When 0>G ,there is not zero; 0=G ,there is a double  
zero; 0<G ,there is two zero,at this time system (6) will occur saddle node bifurcation during disturbance. 
Consider 3C disturbance , δλ <∀ , ,0)),(( ≡λλagDa ,0)),((2 ≡λλagDa
,0)),((3 ≠λλagDa if 1)(,1 <<−<< λλ aa ,then 
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( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )333 ,,, λολλλλλλ aaaaagDagag a −+−+= .
So near point ( ) ( )0,0, =λa ,zero number of function ),( λag can be got by symbols of function 
( )( ) ( )00, 3 ，gDagG a⋅≡ λλ .When 0>G or 0<G ,there is a zero, 0=G there is a triple zero. The 
number and types of singular point have no change.If consider ∞C disturbance ,we can get the 
corresponding results by lemma 2 . 
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